Creating Business Value,
Together.

Office 365
Your business success
depends on your
productivity. On your
ability to collaborate.
To communicate.
To compete.
With Microsoft Office 365, collaborate on
documents and spreadsheets from any
location. Communicate by email from
any device. Rely on the full suite of
desktop applications too. It’s the latest
version of the complete Office that you
already know, and it’s now in the cloud.
With StarHub’s broadband or mobile
connectivity, it’s available anywhere.

A Complete Small-To-Medium
Business Cloud Productivity Suite

All This And Desktop
Productivity Too

Stay Connected Through Starhub

Collaborate with increased
productivity using business email,
secure cloud storage, instant
messaging, video conferencing and
Office web apps.

Enjoy a complete suite of Office
Professional 2013 desktop
applications together with Office
365.

Experience the productivity power
of the cloud, with StarHub’s range
of reliable, high-speed network
connectivity solutions.

CLOUD

Experience Cloud
Productivity with
StarHub and
Office 365.

With Office 365, your emails and files are in the
cloud and always available, version-controlled
and secure

With StarHub’s reliable business broadband and
mobile networks, get the most from Office 365
both at the office and on the go.

Access all your mail, contacts,
calendars and documents from anywhere.
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All This and Desktop Productivity Too
Office 365 now includes the full suite of desktop applications including Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, Outlook, OneNote, Access, Publisher and Lync
A simple monthly subscription gives you the full power and benefit of Office
applications on your desktop, without the upfront payment for licences
Customers already using Office 365 have highlighted benefits including greater
efficiency, greater oproductivity from less frequent IT issues and improved costsavings
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A Complete Small-to-Medium Business
Cloud Productivity Suite
With Exchange Online powered business Email and 25GB of inbox storage, you have
every single mail, calendar and contact with you, wherever you are and on any device
Your small-to-medium business can impress like a large enterprise with secure
instant messaging, video meetings and conference calls
Create and edit Office documents anywhere with Office Web Apps on your tablet or
mobile
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StarHub is a leading provider of
information communications
solutions that matter to businesses
in Singapore and beyond. We are
passionate about co-creating
innovative solutions that can help
businesses stay ahead of change,
delivering flexibility to meet unique
requirements, and ensuring
reliability that allow the organizations
we serve do what they do best. With
peace of mind.

The best of both
worlds: the desktop
Office software suite
you’re familiar with is
now an integral part
of Office 365.

Stay Connected Through StarHub
With StarHub’s business fibre broadband, you get optimal connectivity to Office 365,
which means you can access all your emails and documents almost instantly
When you’re on the move, your phone or tablet will be reliably connected to the cloud
through StarHub’s mobile network, wherever you are

1800 888 8888

starhub.com/office365

business@starhub.com

